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Unusual Southern Hemisphere tree growth
patterns induced by changes in the
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Recent changes in the summer climate of the Southern Hemisphere extra-tropics are primarily related to the dominance of
the positive phase of the Southern Annular Mode1,2 . This shift
in the behaviour of the Southern Annular Mode—essentially
a measure of the pressure gradient between Southern Hemisphere mid and high latitudes—has been predominantly induced by polar stratospheric ozone depletion2–4 . The concomitant southward expansion of the dry subtropical belts5,6 could
have consequences for forest growth. Here, we use tree-ring
records from over 3,000 trees in South America, Tasmania and
New Zealand to identify dominant patterns of tree growth in
recent centuries. We show that the foremost patterns of growth
between 1950 and 2000 differed significantly from those in
the previous 250 years. Specifically, growth was higher than
the long-term average in the subalpine forests of Tasmania and
New Zealand, but lower in the dry-mesic forests of Patagonia.
We further demonstrate that variations in the Southern Annular Mode can explain 12–48% of the tree growth anomalies
in the latter half of the twentieth century. Tree-ring-based
reconstructions of summer Southern Annular Mode indices
suggest that the high frequency of the positive phase since
the 1950s is unprecedented in the past 600 years. We propose
that changes in the Southern Annular Mode have significantly
altered tree growth patterns in the Southern Hemisphere.
The most robust and significant change in the Southern
Hemisphere atmospheric circulation over recent decades has been
the increase in the difference in the mean zonal pressure at sea
level between mid and high latitudes1,2 . These changes in the
pressure fields are well reflected in the increase of the positive phase
of the Southern Annular Mode (SAM), also called the Antarctic
Oscillation1,7 . The persistent positive trend of the SAM in recent
decades has been related to a shift to higher latitudes of the
Westerlies and associated storm tracks, the poleward migration

of the descending branch of the Hadley cell, and the consequent
southern expansion of the dry subtropical belts2,5,6 . Several studies
have reported significant anomalies in regional temperature and
precipitation changes in most Southern Hemisphere continents that
are related to changes in the SAM (refs 2,8–11). Tree growth patterns in some specific regions have also been related to inter-annual
changes in the SAM (ref. 12). However, no detailed assessment has
been carried out of the large-scale impacts of these recent changes
in the SAM on the Southern Hemisphere forests or the relative
magnitude of these changes in a long-term, multi-century context.
At regional and continental scales, climate is the main driver of
forest growth13,14 . Tree-ring chronologies provide valuable records
of tree growth owing to their annual resolution, wide geographic
distribution and temporal coverage over century to millennial
timescales15 . The pace of development of tree-ring chronologies has
been exponential in the Southern Hemisphere, especially during
the past two decades, providing new and updated tree-ring records
across South America, Tasmania and New Zealand16–18 . Using the
largest and most updated network of chronologies available at
present for the Southern Hemisphere, we identified regional tree
growth patterns for the temperate forests in these three regions
during the past 4–600 years (see Supplementary Table S1). The
initial analyses of the raw tree-ring width data reveal that the
dominant patterns of regional growth observed since the 1950s are
significantly different from those recorded in the previous 250 years.
Temperate, dry–mesic forests in southern South America show a
marked decreasing growth trend over the past five decades that
contrasts with the increasing trend recorded in the subalpine trees
from Tasmania and New Zealand (Fig. 1).
Regional growth records for each species were developed
by merging those individual site chronologies that share a
large percentage of common variance. Standardized regional
chronologies show that the anomalous tree ring patterns observed
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Figure 1 | Long-term variations in tree growth at mid latitudes in the
Southern Hemisphere. a–c, Location of tree-ring chronologies.
Chronologies strongly contributing to dominant patterns of tree growth at
subcontinental scales are shown with larger circles. d–i, Variations in
non-standardized regional chronologies since AD 1700. The thick green line
emphasizes long-term variations in the raw ring widths. Mean regime levels
in tree growth (black lines) were determined using a robust shift detection
technique30 . The number of tree-ring series in the regional annual means is
also shown. Note the recent extreme negative (positive) growth anomalies
in Patagonia (Tasmania–New Zealand).

over recent decades were strongly related to regional hydroclimatic
records and to the large-scale climatic indices traditionally used to
account for variations in the extra-tropical atmospheric circulation
in the Southern Hemisphere. Remarkable similarities are observed
794

between long-term tree growth, climate and the summer SAM
index trends during the past 50 years (Fig. 2 and Supplementary
Table S3). Recent changes in the radial growth of Austrocedrus
chilensis and Araucaria araucana trees in northwestern Patagonia
reflect the gradual decrease in water available at the sampling sites
as revealed by significant relationships between tree growth and
summer runoff, an integrative estimate of moisture at regional
scales (Fig. 2g,h). In southernmost South America, the radial
growth of Nothofagus betuloides trees has a significant and negative
relationship with regional temperatures (that is, suppressed growth
during warm years and vice versa), also suggesting that water supply
plays a dominant role modulating tree growth at these southern
locations (Fig. 2i). The negative correlations of Austrocedrus,
Araucaria and Nothofagus tree growth in South America with
the SAM index (Fig. 2m–o) are consistent with the decrease in
precipitation induced by the SAM in the Patagonian Andes9–11 .
Growth variations of Lagarostrobos franklinii and Phyllocladus
aspleniifolius trees in Tasmania and Halocarpus biformis trees
in New Zealand are statistically significantly correlated with
temperature changes during the twentieth century in both
regions16,18 (Fig. 2j–l), which may be in turn partially due to
persistent, positive SAM anomalies over the past decades11,19
(Fig. 2d–f). In addition, significant relationships have also been
recorded between the regional chronologies and the SAM indices
reconstructed from the few series of atmospheric pressure available
for the mid latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere since the
late 1800s (refs 20,21; Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table S3). As
shown in Fig. 3a,b,d, trends in tree growth and climate in the
Southern Hemisphere mid latitudes are consistent with the climatic
anomalies produced by the persistently positive phase of the SAM
since the mid 1950s. The significant increase in the atmospheric
pressure at mid latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere has been
associated with a weakening of the westerly winds, a lower
frequency of moisture-laden masses of Pacific origin in South
America and a greater number of warm subtropical air masses
across New Zealand2 .
Regression techniques indicate that percentages as high (low)
as 48 and 33% (20 and 14%) of the total variance in tree
growth variations could be explained by the SAM for the South
American and New Zealand forests, respectively (Fig. 2m–o,r). The
Lagarostrobos and Phyllocladus regional records from Tasmania
show clear increasing trends during the past decades that we
initially related to the positive long-term trend observed in the
SAM. However, we noted that the influence of SAM on the radial
growth of these species substantially decreases after accounting for
autocorrelation in the series, suggesting that a large portion of
the significant relationships could be due to the persistent positive
trends in both the tree-ring and SAM records (Fig. 2p,q). This
suggests that other climatic forcings also play a significant role in
modulating the growth of the forests in Tasmania. The weaker
relationships observed between records in Tasmania and the SAM
are consistent with climatic studies indicating that the warming
across Australia during the twentieth century is mainly related to
anthropogenic greenhouse gases and sulphate aerosols22 . It has been
postulated that SAM could have mitigated summer warming in
Tasmania2,19 . Interestingly, no patterns of significant correlations
were recorded between tree growth in the temperate Southern
Hemisphere and tropical climatic drivers measured through the
Southern Oscillation Index (Supplementary Table S3), suggesting
that tree growth in many areas at mid latitudes is largely influenced
by extra-tropical circulation.
The tree-ring records discussed in this paper provide a long-term
perspective of the common variation in forest growth at mid
latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere. The strong relationships
observed between these regionally representative records and the
SAM series offer the unique opportunity of using the tree-ring
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Figure 2 | Influences of the SAM on regional climate and forest growth. a–r, Variables shown include the SAM indices (a–f, m–r; red lines), hydro-climatic
variables (a–l; blue lines) and tree-ring indices (g–r; green lines). The left and right columns show correlation coefficients and the percentage of total
variance in regional climate and forest growth explained by the SAM. The central column shows similar results for radial growth and regional
hydro-meteorological variables. Maximum and minimum (in parentheses) percentages of total variance estimated using the original and the
linear-trend-removed series are indicated. Owing to preconditioning of tree growth15 , tree-ring series were compared with climate and the SAM during
current (c) and previous (p) growing seasons. SAM indices are plotted inversely in a, b and m–o. Significance at 99% (∗∗ ) and 95% (∗ ) confidence levels is
indicated. Austral summer months (DJF) are highlighted in each seasonal composite.

records as proxy indicators of changes in the SAM during the
past centuries. Using time-varying subsets of regional chronologies
as predictors, we develop two reconstructions of mean summer
(December–February) SAM variations for the period 1409–2006.
Two instrumental target series were selected for analysis: the
SAM-Marshall7 (based on selected station pressure records) and
the SAM-NCEP (ref. 1; based on mean sea-level pressure south
of 20◦ S; Fig. 4). The first principal component (PC1) of the
three regional chronologies best correlated with the predictands
(Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table S3) explains 44 and 47% of the
total variance of the SAM-Marshall and SAM-NCEP instrumental

records, respectively (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table S4). The
Araucaria regional chronology is the longest record available and
alone accounts for 24 and 29% of the total variations in the
SAM-Marshall and SAM-NCEP indices, respectively. This regional
chronology is used to estimate the SAM variations during the
earliest period 1409–1485. For the common period of the three
regional chronologies (1559–1999), the mean correlation between
the Araucaria series and the PC1 based on the Austrocedrus and
Halocarpus chronologies is r = 0.54 (n = 441, p < 0.001), an
indication of the high temporal stability between the different
predictors used for the reconstruction of the SAM. The temporal
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Figure 3 | Variations in regional tree-ring chronologies and the summer SAM. a,b,d, Tree-ring variations since AD 1600 for the three regional chronologies
most closely associated with the summer SAM-NCEP (ref. 1; red) and the smoothed mean of the instrumental-based SAM–Fogt21 /SAM–Jones20 index
reconstructions (black). SAM indices are plotted inversely in a and b. Correlation coefficients over the common period are shown for actual and
(trend-removed) series. Coefficients are significant at the 99% confidence level. c, Summer correlation fields (1948–2004) between the SAM-NCEP index
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stability and robustness of the SAM reconstructions are also
reflected in the high reduction of error (RE) statistics obtained in
the regression trials (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table S4).
The SAM index reconstructions show that after a period of
relatively high values during the first half of the fifteenth century,
the most extreme negative values of the past 600 years occurred
around ad 1470. The SAM indices gradually increased until ad 1500
but recorded negative values until ad 1630–1650. This long period
of relatively strong negative values of the SAM index coincides
with the most severe phase of the Little Ice Age in southern South
America23 . Subsequently, the SAM index values gradually increase
and remain relatively stable over the eighteenth century. With the
exception of three periods of relatively low index values centred
on the decades of ad 1800, 1840 and 1900, the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries show the highest SAM indices for the preinstrumental period. Relatively low indices of the SAM are recorded
from the 1930s to mid 1950s, a period characterized by abundant
precipitation in northern Patagonia and lower temperatures in
New Zealand18,24 . A finer-scale analysis of the most recent decades
796

indicates that, consistent with the SAM instrumental records,
the reconstructions have an initial increase peaking in 1962 with
a short decrease centred in 1964–1965. Since this period, both
the instrumental and the reconstructed records show a steady
increase in trend culminating in 1999–2000 (Fig. 4). Conservative
uncertainty boundaries based on a combination of chronology and
calibration errors indicate that decadal and longer scale periods
(about ad 1450–1680, 1695–1715, 1720–1730, 1785–1800, 1830–
1835 and 1930–1940 in the SAM-Marshall reconstruction, and
about ad 1425–1800, 1825–1840 and 1925–1950 in the SAM-NCEP
reconstruction) significantly differ from the instrumental SAM
indices recorded during the most recent decades.
Recent studies based on instrumental records and climatic
models reveal that the changes observed in the Southern Hemisphere summer climate during the past five decades have been
mainly induced by the ozone depletion in the stratosphere at
high latitudes2–4 . The development of the ozone hole has not only
affected the tropopause over Antarctica but has also induced a
poleward shift of the westerly jet at mid latitudes (Fig. 3c), the
NATURE GEOSCIENCE | VOL 5 | NOVEMBER 2012 | www.nature.com/naturegeoscience
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displacement of the descending Hadley branch towards higher
latitudes, and the poleward migration of the subtropical belts2,5,6 .
The trends in radial growth of temperate forests since the 1950s
reflect the drying and warming patterns observed at mid latitudes in
the Southern Hemisphere induced by the recent stratospheric ozone
depletion and are consistent with the persistently positive increasing
trend in the SAM. Our results show that the recent increase in the
SAM indices, as well as the changes in tree growth of temperate
forests during past 4–5 decades, seem to be unprecedented in
the past 600 years. Further research should address the projected
influences of the predicted ozone recovery and the increase in
greenhouse gases on the atmospheric circulation in the Southern
Hemisphere2,3 to elucidate the future patterns of tree growth in
Southern Hemisphere temperate forests, which include some of
the longest-lived species in the world that are endangered or
threatened at present16,25 .

Methods
Tree-ring records have been used to determine the influences of temperature,
precipitation and other climatic factors on forest growth15 . The database consisted
of a recently compiled network of 102 tree-ring sites in the Southern Hemisphere
including 39 Austrocedrus, 26 Araucaria, 13 Nothofagus, 14 Halocarpus, 7

Phyllocladus and 3 Lagarostrobos chronologies (Supplementary Table S1). For
each species, site chronologies that share a large percentage of common signal
in tree-ring variations were merged in regional chronologies. These regional
records are well replicated during the 1980s and 1990s allowing identification
of tree growth changes over the past 20 years. There is no tree-ring chronology
network from southern Africa of comparable quality and length to those of South
America, Tasmania and New Zealand, and therefore no records from that region
are included in this analysis.
To conserve the low-frequency signal in the tree-ring records, conservative
methods of standardization were selected, fitting negative exponential or linear
curves with zero or negative slope to each individual series, or by smoothing
each series with a robust median filter26 (for a discussion on the standardization
procedures and the different curve fitting see Supplementary Full Methods
section and Figs S1–S6).
The SAM-Marshall7 (based on a selection of pressure station records from
mid and high latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere) and the SAM-NCEP (ref. 1;
calculated from sea-level pressure anomalies south of 20◦ S) index reconstructions
were developed following a nested linear regression approach intended to maximize
the reconstruction length27,28 . The regression statistics of both reconstructions are
included in Fig. 4a,b, and in Supplementary Table S4. With the exception of the
interval 1409–1485 (77 years) based only on the regional Araucaria chronology, all
the other reconstructed segments were based on the PC1 of the regional tree-ring
records available for each period. The final reconstructions were developed by
integrating the segments for each period of the nested models that passed all the
verification tests (Supplementary Table S4). This process was conducted after the
mean and the variance of each nested reconstruction segment were adjusted to the
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best replicated period (1559–1999), which, in turn, registers the highest r 2 value.
This procedure was applied to prevent artificial changes in the variance within the
reconstruction due to changes in the variance of the predictors28 . Two types of error
were taken in account to estimate the uncertainties in the SAM reconstructions: the
interannual variations in the number and variance of tree-ring series in the regional
chronologies (chronology error) and the unexplained variance in the calibration
regression model (calibration error)29 .
Full methods and associated references are available in the Supplementary
Information.
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news & views
much smaller fault patch, located at only
1 km depth, slipped just a few centimetres.
The shallow depth of the rupture explains
the extraordinary level of destruction
for such a modest earthquake; it is very
unusual for a Mw 5.1 earthquake to occur
at such a shallow depth. Most earthquakes,
both in this area and globally, occur at
greater depths.
In an attempt to investigate the factors
that may have influenced this shallow
earthquake, Gonzáles et al. noticed that the
water table in the Alto Guadalentin Basin
had dropped by as much as 250 m since
1960 as a result of groundwater extraction.
They calculated the elastic response of
the crust to removal of this amount of
groundwater and show that this unloading
has caused a stress perturbation on the
order of a few tens of kilopascals on the
shallow Alhama de Murcia fault patch,
where the Lorca earthquake initiated.
They also note that the ruptured patches
of the fault were all located in the area
where the fault was brought closer to
failure by the stress increase. From this
correlation, González et al.5 infer that
human-induced stress did not only help
to trigger the quake, but also controlled
the final extent of the rupture and thus the
earthquake’s magnitude.
The correlation between the pattern
of stress change caused by groundwater
extraction and the extent of fault rupture
could be entirely fortuitous. However, the
findings resonate with recent observations
of seismicity induced by deep well
injections, where the spatial extent of a
newly stressed volume of crust was found to

control the spatial distribution of triggered
earthquakes as well as their magnitudes7.
In the case of the Lorca earthquake,
however, the stresses induced by
groundwater extraction and the stresses
released during the earthquake are not
balanced. Indeed, a back-of-the-envelope
calculation shows a coseismic stress drop
of about 0.5 to 2 MPa, indicating that
the elastic stresses relieved during the
earthquake were orders of magnitude larger
than the crustal stresses induced by removal
of the groundwater load. The stress released
by the earthquake therefore cannot have
been caused entirely by water extraction.
Instead, it must have built up over several
centuries, the Alhama de Murcia fault
being part of a slowly deforming zone of
regional shear. Notwithstanding, water
extraction may have affected how this
stress was released. Ordinarily, a number
of viscous aseismic deformation processes
can help relax these naturally accumulating
stresses8 and help to limit the possibility
of an earthquake nucleating and growing
in the shallow crust. However, in the case
of the Lorca earthquake, owing to the
human-induced perturbation of crustal
stress, stresses built up at a much faster
rate than they would have done naturally.
If the aseismic deformation processes
could not keep up with these rates, it could
explain the unusually large earthquake
rupture in this shallow depth range. Such
concepts might now be tested on the basis
of numerical simulations calibrated from
seismological and geodetic observations9,10.
González et al.5 suggest that the location
and magnitude of the Lorca earthquake was

influenced by anthropogenic groundwater
extraction. The consequences are far
reaching: if ever the effect of humaninduced stress perturbations on seismicity
is fully understood, and provided it is
proven to be a deterministic process, we
might dream of one day being able to
tame natural faults with geo-engineering.
For now, we should remain cautious of
human-induced stress perturbations, in
particular those related to carbon dioxide
sequestration projects that might affect
very large volumes of crust 11. We know
how to start earthquakes, but we are
still far from being able to keep them
under control.
❏
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Tree rings and storm tracks

Reconstructing past climate in the Southern Hemisphere is a challenge. An analysis of tree-ring records suggests
that recent changes in the southern storm track in summer are unprecedented in the past 600 years.

Julie Jones

T

he influence of the Antarctic ozone
hole on surface levels of ultraviolet
radiation is well known, particularly
to sunbathers in the Southern Hemisphere.
Less well known is its role in moving
the southern storm track towards the
South Pole in summer 1,2. This largescale movement of air flow and weather
systems has altered surface temperature,
precipitation and winds at both mid and
764

high latitudes3. As such, it is important to
understand how the recovery of Antarctic
ozone levels will influence the storm track,
and thus surface climate3. It is expected
that the recovery of the ozone hole and
increasing greenhouse gas concentrations
will exert strong and opposing influences in
the coming decades, with ozone recovery
shifting the track towards the Equator,
and rising greenhouse gas concentrations

shifting it towards the South Pole3.
Writing in Nature Geoscience, Villalba
and colleagues4 show that changes in the
Southern Hemisphere storm track in
the latter half of the twentieth century
significantly modified tree growth, with
consequences for climate reconstruction in
the region.
Differences in atmospheric pressure
between the mid and high latitudes of the
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Southern Hemisphere are captured by
a mode of climate variability known as
the Southern Annular Mode (SAM). In
the past four decades or so, atmospheric
pressure has declined over the South Pole
and risen over the mid-latitudes. As a
result, the circumpolar westerly winds
and the storm track have strengthened.
These changes — collectively known as the
positive phase of the SAM — have led, for
example, to cooling in East Antarctica, and
strong warming in parts of the Antarctic
Peninsula3,5. The latter is thought to have
contributed to the collapse of the Larsen B
ice shelf in 20025.
Records of past changes in the SAM
are needed to validate the climate and
chemistry-climate models used to project
future changes in this mode of climate
variability. To date, however, observationbased assessments of SAM behaviour
have been restricted to the period of time
since 1957, when regular measurements
in Antarctica began. These records show
a trend towards the positive phase of the
SAM since the mid-1960s5. Extended
reconstructions of the SAM are needed to
provide a longer-term perspective.
Villalba and colleagues4 investigate the
influence of ozone-hole-induced changes
in the SAM on tree growth over the past
few centuries, using tree-ring width data
from more than 3,000 trees from Patagonia,
New Zealand and Tasmania. They detect
a significant shift in tree growth patterns
since the 1950s, relative to the previous
250 years, and create regional tree growth
records to assess the climatic factors
responsible for this shift. According to this
approach, the reduction in tree growth
in northwestern Patagonia is related to a
reduction in summer runoff, and the rise
in growth in New Zealand is related to
regional warming. These climatic changes,
in turn, can be explained by a shift to a
more positive phase of the SAM: the higher
pressures and weaker westerly winds in the
mid-latitudes that accompany the positive
phase of the SAM bring fewer moist Pacific
air masses, and thus less precipitation, to
northwestern Patagonia, and more warm
air masses to much of New Zealand3.
Further exploration of the relationship
between tree growth and the SAM, using
regression techniques, suggests that
variations in SAM behaviour can explain
up to 33% and 48% of the variation in
tree growth in New Zealand and South
America, respectively. On the basis of this
relationship, Villalba et al. use these treering records to reconstruct changes in the
SAM. Their reconstruction extends over the
past 600 years, and represents the longest
proxy-based record of SAM variability with

0°

Figure 1 | Positive phase of the Southern Annular Mode. a, Differences in atmospheric pressure
between the mid and high latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere are captured by a mode of climate
variability known as the Southern Annular Mode. The positive phase of this mode, documented here,
is characterized by an increase in atmospheric pressure over the mid-latitudes (pink) and a decline in
pressure at high latitudes (blue). This pressure difference leads to a strengthening of the circumpolar
westerly winds (white arrow) and a southward movement of the Southern Hemisphere storm track. b,
Villalba and colleagues4 use tree-ring records to reconstruct changes in the Southern Annual Mode over
the past six centuries, and show that it was more positive at the end of the twentieth century than at any
other point over this 600-year period.

annual temporal resolution to date. Even
when errors are taken into account, the
reconstruction suggests that the SAM was
more positive at the end of the twentieth
century than at any other time over this
600-year period.
This tree-ring-based reconstruction
of the SAM supports the results of model
simulations and shorter measurementbased records, which also suggest that
current values are outside the range of
natural variability 6. Furthermore, Villalba
and colleagues demonstrate significant
agreement between their reconstructions
during the twentieth century and existing
ones, giving confidence in their estimates.
Key strengths of their reconstruction
of the SAM include the reliance on a
large and up-to-date network of trees, the
careful analysis of the relationship between
tree growth and regional climate, and the
production of sound error estimates. The
scarcity of tree records extending back
to ad 1400 does mean that the earliest
parts of the record are based on fewer
trees. And as with all reconstructions that
rely on relationships between large-scale
circulation, local climate and proxies, the
assumption is made that these relationships
do not change with time. This is difficult to
test — if the long time series were available,
we would not need reconstructions in the
first place. However, it has been suggested
that links between SAM and local climate
can change through time in some regions7,8.
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This is a particular issue for the Antarctic
Peninsula region7, where the tropical Pacific
Ocean modulates the SAM–climate signal,
with implications for reconstructions of the
SAM reliant on ice-core isotope data from
the region.
Villalba and colleagues4 utilize tree
growth signals to show that changes in
the summer SAM in the latter half of the
twentieth century are unprecedented in
the past 600 years. The vast areas of ocean
and the inhospitality of Antarctica make
reconstructing climate in the Southern
Hemisphere a challenging yet fascinating
task. Climate reconstructions using
new proxy data sources, such as those
presented in this study, will help to address
this challenge9.
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